1996 camry starter

The VIP Remote Engine Starter allows vehicle owners to start the engine before entering the
vehicleâ€”as well as to activate the air conditioner, heater, defroster and defogger
functionsâ€”so owners can have their vehicle ready and waiting with a comfortable interior
temperature. Find Parts That Fit:. Remote Engine Start. Remote Engine Starter. This product fits
6 vehicle variants. Toyota: 1 models, 6 variants between and Show More. Additional dealer
discounts may apply. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Charles Toyota. Shop Now.
Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. Email
this product. Email Address. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features,
equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon
information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for
mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are
not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U. I have a 96
toyota camry that wont start. I replaced the starter and it works fine as does the one i took out. I
replaced one of the fuses in the starting relay and it didnt make a difference. So the problem is
between the battery and the starter - the starter isnt getting enough power if i take it to an
autoparts store it works when hooked up to their system but doesnt work but makes a click
when hooked up to the car. DavidH25 answered 8 years ago. The starter relay, or solenoid, itself
may be bad if you checked the fuse but not the relay itself. Seems like you have done all the
right things, the battery of course, all that. The cable to the starter comes to mind. There is a
way, if you have a manual transmission, be sure it's in neutral, make sure the parking brake is
on, chock all wheels and take a jumper cable from the positive terminal on the battery directly to
the starter cable lug, key in "on' position, see what happens. Thanks David. I have a 94 Toyota
Camry LX and my car wont start. The boyfriend check the battery, the starter, the alternator, n
the distributor n they are still good but still have not start.. Brightwaters answered 6 years ago. I
have a Camry wagon and I had intermittent starting problems with the starter motor not turning
but would work OK after a couple of tries. The problem was with the starter relay in the fuse
box. To replace this was a simple unplug job. All I had to do to the LKK relay was to remove the
metal fixing bracket. Shame on you Toyota for charging so much for a 12 volt relay. Jonathan
answered 6 years ago. You have a bad ground at battery end lease clean and replace End..
Tinkler answered 5 years ago. I have a 95 Camery and just stopped running while driving. No
power at all so I found a blown fuse that said A. I replaced that and have power to everything
but still won't start. Just a click a few times then quits. I replaced the battery and also removed
the starter. Took the starter to NAPA and they checked it 3 times and said it was good and no
problems. My question is when they test the starter, do they test the solenoid or are they able to
tell if it is bad. Do you suggest replacing the solenoid? I was also wondering about the starter
relay. Any suggestions please and thank you. Same thing just happened to me. It ended up
being the cable from the battery to the starter that was loose. I yanked on the cables a few times
and it started right up. Let it run and filled all fluids. The battery water was really low too.
Everything is great now! Bernie answered 4 years ago. If your car just clicks when trying to
start, Older Toyota,s And battery is good.. Boost cables applied Just try multiple rapid starts.
Getting starter out was a tight fit. Not sure which one I need though. Guru55CWB answered 3
years ago. Hi, I have a camry and just today the car stall on me and die. When I try to start it, it
start but no crank, give a little gas and it and it click click like there no current or anything, but
still doesn't start. I replace the battery and still nothing, haven't replace anything else but heard
the EGR valve could cause the problem but I'm not sure either. Please help, ill appreciate it if
reply as soon as possible. Guru2TYM1 answered about a year ago. The clicking noise is the
starter hitting the flywheel I'm having the same problem tried three starters, two batteries and
checked grounds. Just sounds weird new one works good but the old one would not work in car
but it's good i thank its half way good needs to be rebuilt and I bet it would work in the car so I
thank it was your starter if you can rebuild it you will have a extra starter. I have a Camry with
starting issues. I've checked the fuse and it's okay then the relay and it's good too. The ignition
switch was replaced two years ago due to key problems. Now, I took the I have a 93 Camry I
have to buy a new starter does the starter have to be for a 93 or can I use any other year of
starter? I have a Toyota Camry and I would like to know what other model and yrs have a starter
that could be interchanged with mine and work for my Camry. What make and modal cars can I
get a Toyota Camry Starter off of? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Camry
Starter Problems. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Camry question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,

secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota Camry Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Skip to main content
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Hardware. Shop By Vehicle. Genuine Starter Relay. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:.
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Intermotor Starter Relay. Catalog: A. Vehicle
Toyota Camry. Vehicle Production Range Toyota Camry. Quick Links Download this manual.
Table of Contents. Part 1. Automobile Toyota Camry Manual pages. Toyota camry petrol-electric
hybrid synergy drive dismantling manual 40 pages. Page 2: Instrument Panel Overview
Instrument panel overview Page 4: Instrument Cluster Overview Instrument cluster overview
Page 7: Operation Of Instruments And Controls Back door parked, leave the subkey with the
atten- by a Toyota dealer using the key number. Hood dant. You should also put a copy of the
key Since the side doors, back door and trunk number with your important papers. The
windows move as long as you hold the switch. To open: Push down the switch. To close: Pull
up the switch. Page Trunk Lid Sedan And Coupe Trunk lid sedan and coupe â€” â€”Lock
release lever R Never leave small children alone in the vehicle, especially with the igni- tion key
still inserted. They could use the power window switches and get trapped in a window. Unattended children can become in- volved in serious accidents. After closing the trunk lid, insert
the master key and turn it counterclock- lease lever so that things locked in the wise to
deactivate the lock release lev- trunk can be protected. Then pull the handle and raise the door.
To close the door, lower it and press down on it. After closing the back door, try pull- ing it up to
make sure it is securely closed. Along with the proper use of seat belts, locking the back door
helps prevent the passengers from be- ing thrown out from the vehicle during an accident. Page
Fuel Tank Cap Make sure the cap is tightened securely. The indicator lamp goes off after driving
several times. If the indicator lamp does not go off, contact your Toyota dealer as soon as
possible. Pushing case of an accident. R Use only a genuine Toyota fuel The moon roof works
when the ignition tank cap for replacement. However, if R While the vehicle is moving, al- ways
keep the head, hands and other parts of the body of all occu- pants away from the roof opening.
Otherwise, you could be seriously injured if the vehicle stops sud- denly or if the vehicle is
involved in an accident. Then slide the seat to the desired position Turn the knob either way.
Move the control switch in the desired direction. Releasing the switch will stop the seat at that
position. Do not place anything under the seat. It might interfere with the seat movement. Page
24 Rear seatsâ€” â€”Fold-down rear seat sedan and coupe CAUTION When returning the
seatback to the upright position: R Make sure the seat belts are not twisted or caught in the
seatback and are arranged in their proper position for ready use. R Make sure the seatback is

secure- ly locked by pushing forward and rearward on the top of the seat R Make sure the
bottom cushion is securely locked by trying to pull up the edge of the cushion near Page 26 2.
Remove the head restraint, unlock 3. After folding the seatback down, 4. Store the head restraint
using the the seatback and fold it down while hook the strap to the tab on the reverse head
restraint retaining holes in the pushing the bottom cushion forward. Page 27 â€”Take-down
third seat â€”Fold-down third seat wagon wagon 1. Swing the seatback up with the 2. Stow the
third seat belts facing the di- rection shown in the illustration. Release the lock release lever and
To raise the head restraint, pull it up. To lower it, press the lock release but- 1. Turn the bottom
cushion over. R After adjusting the head restraint, make sure it is locked in position. R Do not
drive with the head re- straints removed. Page 30 Seat beltsâ€” â€”Seat belt precautions Toyota
recommends that the driver and R Keep the belts clean and dry. If they passengers in the
vehicle be properly re- CAUTION need cleaning, use a mild soap strained at all times with the
seat belts pro- solution or lukewarm water. Page 31 You will hear a click when the seat belt
normally, immediately contact your into the buckle. Toyota dealer. The seat belt length
automatically adjusts to your size and the seat position. The retractor will lock the belt during a
sudden stop or on impact. The belt should be kept away from your neck, but not falling off your
shoulder. Failure to do so could reduce the amount of protection in an accident and in- crease
the chance of injury. To release the belt, press the buckle- Sit up straight and well back in the
release button and allow the belt to re- seat. Page 34 â€”Stowing the rear seat belts wagon
Remove excess length of the belt and To release the belt, press the buckle- The rear seat belts
can be stowed adjust the belt position. To shorten the belt, pull the free end of the Seat belts
must be stowed before you fold belt. Page Seat Belt Extender If your seat belt cannot be
fastened se- curely because it is not long enough, a personalized seat belt extender is available from your Toyota dealer free of charge. Please contact your local Toyota dealer so that the
dealer can order the proper re- quired length for the extender. Page Srs Airbags R If the seat
belt does not function normally, immediately contact your Toyota dealer. Be sure to wash off
any residue as soon as signed only as a supplement to possible to prevent minor skin irritation.
Page 39 R Do not use a rear-facing child re- R When using a R Do not sit on the edge of the seat
forward-facing straint system in the front seat be- child restraint system in the front or lean over
the dashboard when cause the force of the rapid infla- seat, the seat must be moved as far the
vehicle is in use. Page 40 R Do not modify, remove or open any component or wiring, such as
the steering wheel, column cover, front passenger airbag cover, front pas- senger airbag, center
airbag sensor assembly or front airbag sensors. Doing any of these may cause sud- den SRS
airbag inflation or disable the system, which could result in personal injury. Such changes can
interfere with proper operation of the SRS airbag system in some cases. Page Child Restraint-Child Restraint Precautions Child restraintâ€” â€”Child restraint system â€”Child restraint
precautions Toyota strongly urges the use of child A child restraint system for a small When not
using the child restraint system, keep it secured with the seat belt or place restraint systems for
children small Page 43 R Do not insert coins, clips, etc. R If the seat belt does not function
normally, immediately contact your Toyota dealer. Page 44 2. Make sure the belt is tight by
pulling its 3. If your child restraint system requires free end while you firmly push down the the
use of a top strap, latch the hook onto child restraint system. Page 45 4. When installing a
rear-facing child re- Push and pull the child restraint straint system, follow the same procedure
system in different directions to be as when installing a forward-facing child Page 46 R Do not
insert coins, clips, etc. Page 47 3. Place the shoulder belt between the 4. To hold the the anchor
bracket and tighten the top child restraint system securely, let the strap. Page 48 5. Unlock the
top behind the rear seat strap. Make sure the seat belt is securely a. Page 49 To comply with
Canada Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, vehicles sold in Cana- da are provided with a bracket
set in the glovebox, designed for use with any of the 3 anchor locations shown in the illustration. Wagonâ€”On the rear trim c. Page 50 R If the seat belt does not function system on the
front seat. Page 51 2. Fully extend the shoulder belt to put in 3. If your child restraint system
requires the lock mode. Page Tilt Steering Wheel Tilt steering wheel 5. To remove the child
restraint system, To change the steering wheel angle, press the buckle-release button and alhold the steering wheel, pull up the CAUTION low the belt to retract. Unhook the top lock
release lever, tilt the steering strap. Page 53 Tilt steering wheel 5. Page Outside Rear View
Mirrors â€”Rear view mirror remote â€”Power rear view mirror Outside rear view mirrorsâ€”
control control Adjust the mirror so you can see the To adjust the rear view mirror, simply To
adjust a power rear view mirror, first side of your vehicle in the mirror. Page Anti-Glare Inside
Rear View Mirror Anti-glare inside rear view Vanity mirrors mirror Pull the lever toward you to
reduce To use the vanity mirrors, swing down glare from the headlights of the ve- the sun visor
and open the cover. On some models, the vanity light comes on when you open the cover. Page
Emergency Flashers Emergency flashers For high beam, push the lever away For signaling

turns, move the lever up To turn on the emergency flashers, from you. Pull it toward you for low
or down in the conventional manner. Page Instrument Panel Light Control Instrument panel light
control Interior light Ignition switch light To adjust the brightness of the instru- To turn on the
interior light, slide the For easy access to the ignition switch, ment panel lights, turn the knob.
Page Personal Light Windshield wipers and washer Luggage compartment light Personal light
with interval adjuster wagon To turn on the personal light, push the To turn the luggage
compartment light To turn the wipers on, move the lever. To turn it off, push the switch on, open
the back door and push the To make the washer squirt, push the once again. Page 60
Windshield wipers and washer without interval adjuster If the washer does not work, check to
see In cold weather, warm the windshield with whether the washer tank is empty. For in- the
defroster before using the washer. It may scratch the glass. To turn the rear wipers and washers
on, To defog or defrost the rear window, twist the knob at the end of the lever. Page 62 Make
sure you turn the defogger off when the window is clear. Leaving the defogger on for a long
time could cause the battery to discharge, especially during stop-and- go driving. The defogger
is not designed for drying rain water or for melting snow. Page 65 Emergency flashers For high
beam, push the lever away For signaling turns, move the lever up To turn on the emergency
flashers, from you. Page 66 Instrument panel light control Interior light Ignition switch light To
adjust the brightness of the instru- To turn on the interior light, slide the For easy access to the
ignition switch, ment panel lights, turn the knob. Page 67 Windshield wipers and washer
Luggage compartment light Personal light with interval adjuster wagon To turn on the personal
light, push the To turn the luggage compartment light To turn the wipers on, move the lever.
Page 68 Windshield wipers and washer without interval adjuster If the washer does not work,
check to see In cold weather, warm the windshield with whether the washer tank is empty. Page
70 Make sure you turn the defogger off when the window is clear. Chapter Gauges, Meters and
Service reminder indicators The thermostat is designed to control the flow of coolant to keep
the temperature of the engine within the specified operating range. Page Odometer And Trip
Meter Service reminder indicators Odometer and trip meter and warning buzzers The odometer
records the total dis- tance the vehicle has been driven. The trip meter may be set to zero to
record the distance on each trip. To reset the trip meter, press the trip meter reset knob. Page
75 Unless the driver fastens the belt, If this light comes on and stays on while your Toyota
dealer as soon as possible. Page Automatic Transmission Automatic transmission Page
Maximum Allowable Speeds Your automatic transmission has a shift 3. This means you can
slowly for smooth starting. Page 81 Never shift into reverse while the R When towing a trailer, in
order to main- For ordinary driving, Toyota recommends vehicle is moving. Page Manual
Transmission Manual transmission Recommended shifting speeds Maximum allowable speeds
The transmission is fully synchronized To get on a highway or to pass slower traf- and
upshifting or downshifting is easy. Make sure you observe the following For the best
compromise between fuel maximum allowable speeds in each gear: economy and vehicle
performance, you Abrupt shifting could cause the vehicle to spin or skid. To set: Pull up the
lever. To set: Fully depress the pedal. Page Compact Disc Player When not in use, take the Disc
out of the player, put it back into its case and store it away from dust, heat, damp and direct
sunlight. Leaving Discs on the dashboard in the sun may damage or warp them. If the Disc gets
dirty, wipe it clean with a soft cloth, wiping radially out from the center. Page 89 AM-FM radio
with electronic tuner Page 90 a Listening to the radio Preset tuning: Use for tuning-in to a de- c
Presetting a station sired preset station. Tune in the desired station. Page 91 AM-FM radio with
electronic tuner and cassette tape player type A Page 93 a Listening to the radio b Selecting a
station If the radio scans over all frequencies without stop because the signals are too 1. Page
94 The preset station will be cancelled when The tape player can also be turned on by 6. The
Dolby C NR mode re- 1. Page 99 You can eject the cassette only once after The maximum
number of settings is nine. The tenth push on the button will cancel is being played. The audio
system is completely inop- erable. Contact you Toyota dealer. Page 3. Input your identification
number by 5. Try again indicator light also comes on. At the time of resale of your vehicle, cancel the system for the new owner. The audio system made inoperable by the activated anti-theft
system will be oper- able if you give it the correct identification number. Put the cassette into
the slot, with the stations in each selection. Page To play a tape recorded without Dolby g
Selecting a program 2. Contact your Toyota dealer. To continue listening to the program of your
choice, simply push Page Setting the anti-theft system 3. Press the 1 button while holding the 4.
Make sure the radio unit is turned off appear on the display. Page 5. If this on the display. Page
Air conditioning controls type A Page a Controls and functions If the indicator light flashes,
contact your For detailed information on air flow control Toyota dealer as soon as possible.
Page For detailed information on air flow control 3. Page R To help cool down the interior after
parking in the hot sun, drive for the first few minutes with the windows open. After the excess

heat has blown away, close the windows. R When driving on dusty roads, close all windows.
Page Air conditioning controls type B Page For detailed information on air flow control air. Turn
the knob toward the HIGH position may be slippage of the drive belt or trouble for higher
temperature and toward the 4. Page R When driving on dusty roads, close all windows. Page
Heater Controls Heater controls Page a Controls and functions b Heating c Ventilation The
temperature control knob is used to 1. Turn the temperature control knob 1. Ex- road, or driving
in windy and dusty con- cept in ventilation, the air to the floor is ditions, it is recommended that
the air slightly warmer than that to face level. Page Lower vent The lower vent may be opened or
closed as shown. Page Cigarette Lighter And Ashtray Use a Toyota genuine cigarette lighter or
Once the electrical power source has equivalent for replacement. To open the glovebox door,
pull the le- To open the holder, pull the lever as ver. Make sure the shoulder belt passes To use
the luggage cover, pull it out of through the hanger when using the lug- The cup holder is
designed for holding the retractor and hook it to the an- gage cover. Fold the luggage cover
edge. Page Floor Mat Parcel straps wagon Floor mat To secure your parcels, hook the par- cel
straps to the catches and tighten the straps by pulling on the free end. If the floor mat slips and
interferes with the movement of the pedals during driving, it may cause an accident. Remember,
flowing into the three-way catalytic your Toyota dealer knows your converter may cause it to
overheat vehicle and its three-way catalyt- and create a fire hazard. To prevent ic converter
system best. An open or bricating and cooling the inside of the en- unsealed trunk lid or back
door R Avoid inhaling the engine exhaust. Page Toyota recommends that the oil level be A new
engine consumes more oil, since checked every time you refuel the vehicle. Although work. But
you will have to push the The tandem master cylinder brake sys- the anti-lock brake system
assists in pro- pedal hardâ€”much harder than Page Brake Pad Wear Limit Indicators Brake pad
wear limit indicators Even if the anti-lock brake system should fail, the brake system will still
operate con- ventionally. Have your vehicle checked by your Toyota dealer as soon as possible.
Page Luggage Stowage Precautions Keep luggage or This is the primary identification number
packages low, as close to the floor for your Toyota. It is used in registering the as possible. R
Never allow anyone to ride in the enlarged trunk room or the lug- gage compartment. Page The
engine number is stamped on the engine block as shown. Page Theft Prevention Labels Except
For Canada Theft prevention labels except for Canada Types of tires Your new vehicle carries
theft preven- Make sure what kind of tires your ve- tion labels which are approximately 56 hicle
is originally equipped with. Check the area around the vehicle be- 1. Apply the parking brake
firmly. Page Tips For Driving In Various Conditions To dry them, drive the vehicle cautiously
while lightly pressing the brake pedal with the parking brake pulled. If they still do not work
safely, pull to the side of the road and call a Toyota dealer for assistance. Page Winter Driving
Tips If you are not sure about celeration or engine braking could cause the vehicle to spin or
skid. Keep the door locks from freezing. Page Trailer Towing This product is available at your
Toyota dling, performance, braking, durability dealer and most auto parts stores. Page For
correct ball with a light coat of grease. If not, creased, vehicle-to-vehicle distance tow a trailer
with a new vehicle or a ve Page R Avoid jerky steering and sharp turns. R In order to maintain
engine braking ef- 1. Apply the brakes and hold. The trailer could hit your vehicle in a ficiency,
do not use fifth gear manual 2. Have someone place wheel blocks un- tight turn. Stop-and-go
driving It will help make your vehicle last longer, wastes fuel. Page R Keep the bottom of your
vehicle free from mud, etc. This not only lessens weight but also helps prevent corrosion. R
Keep your vehicle tuned-up and in top shape. A dirty air cleaner, improp- er valve clearance,
dirty plugs, dirty oil and grease, brakes not adjusted, etc. Page If the engine still will not start, it
needs ad- justment or repair. Call a Toyota dealer or To avoid serious personal injury and
qualified repair shop for assistance. Page Jump-Starting Procedure 4. Connect the jumper
cables in the exact 8. If removed, replace all the battery vent R The gas normally produced by a
order shown in the illustration: positive plugs. Put gine immediately. Call a Toyota dealer for 3.
Page R The compact spare tire was de- The compact spare tire is identified by the signed
especially for your Toyota. Page â€”Required tools and spare tire sedan and coupe 1. Get the
tool bag, jack and spare tire. Page â€”Required tools and spare tire wagon with third seat 1.
Page â€”Required tools and spare tire wagon without third seat 3. Loosen and remove the bolt.
Block the wheel diagonally oppo- 3. Remove the wheel ornament. Loosen and remove the bolt
and rolling when it is jacked up. Loosen all the wheel nuts. Position the jack at the correct jack
point as shown. Always loosen the wheel nuts before rais- Make sure the jack is positioned on a
level ing the vehicle. Page Changing Wheels â€”Raising your vehicle â€”Changing wheels 6.
After making sure that no one is in 7. Remove the wheel nuts and change Before putting on
wheels, remove any the vehicle, raise it high enough so tires. Reinstall all the wheel nuts finger
9. Lower the vehicle completely and Reinstall the wheel ornament. Put the wheel ornament into
position and Reinstall the wheel nuts tapered end in- Turn the jack handle counterclockwise to

then tap it firmly with the side or heel of ward and tighten them as much as you Page After
Changing Wheels â€”After changing wheels Check the air pressure of the re- placed tire. Adjust
the air pressure to the specification designated in Part 8. If the pressure is lower, drive slowly to
the nearest service station and fill to the correct pressure. Do not forget to reinstall the tire
inflation valve cap as dirt and moisture could get into the valve core and possibly cause air We
recommend using a towing dolly Proper equipment will help ensure that under the front wheels.
If you do not Page If You Cannot Shift Automatic Transmission Selector Lever If you cannot
shift automatic transmission selector lever If you lose your keys Many Toyota dealers can make
a new key if you can give them the key num- ber. If your keys are locked in the vehicle and
Proper your vehicle, particularly the underside, CARE care of your Toyota can help ensure longas clean as possible and to repair any term corrosion prevention. Rinse thoroughlyâ€”dried
soap can to resist corrosion. Your Toyota dealer will cause streaking. In hot weather you may
be happy to assist in supplying and instal Page Cleaning The Interior The vinyl upholstery may
be easily on your vehicle. First vacuum over the upholstery to remove Polishing and waxing is
recommend- loose dirt. Page If you have any questions about the After cleaning or whenever
any part of the or damage the heater wires on the cleaning of your Toyota, your local To- leather
gets wet, dry with a soft clean cloth. Page Vehicle Maintenance And Care These checks or
inspections can be done establishment or individual without either by yourself or a qualified
technician, or if you prefer, your Toyota dealer will be invalidating this warranty. See Ownpleased to do them at a nominal cost. Page General Maintenance They learn to work on Booklet
for the details. It is recommended that rather than while they are working on it. Page Inside The
Vehicle Tire surface and wheel nuts Lights Accelerator pedal Check the tires carefully for cuts,
damage Make sure the headlights, stop lights, tail Check the pedal for smooth operation and or
excessive wear. See Chapter for lights, turn signal lights, and other lights uneven pedal effort or
catching. Page Does Your Vehicle Need Repairing Be on the alert for changes in perfor- If you
notice any of these clues, take your mance, sounds, and visual tip-offs that in- vehicle to your
Toyota dealer as soon as dicate service is needed. Some important possible. It probably needs
adjustment or clues are as follows: repair. Read the sepa- compartmentâ€”the engine, radiawork on or under your vehicle rate Toyota Warranty statement for details tor, exhaust manifold
and spark where you may be exposed to fly- and suggestions. Chapter If the oil level is below or
only slightly above the low level line, add engine oil Engine and Chassis of the same type as
already in the en- gine. If you can find no leak, have your Toyota dealer test the cap pressure
and check for leaks in the cooling system. Remove and replace the reservoir cover by hand.
Use only newly opened brake fluid. Once opened, brake fluid absorbs moisture from the air, and
excess moisture can cause a dangerous loss of braking. Page Checking Tire Pressure If a tire
frequently needs refilling, have it damage. Keep your tire pressures at the proper checked by
your Toyota dealer. If the caps tread wear indicators to help you know Page R Avoid sharp turns
or locked- type. When replacing wheels, care should R Use only the Toyota wheel nuts and be
taken to ensure that the wheels are wrench designed for your aluminum replaced by ones with
the same load wheels. R If electrolyte gets on your clothes, The battery produces flammable
Chapter there is a possibility of its soaking Never recharge the battery while the Therefore,
before recharging: engine is running. Also, be sure all 1. Maintenance type batteriesâ€”Remove
accessories are turned off. Page Checking And Replacing Fuses The lid of the fuse box shows
the there is a problem with the electrical sys- name of the circuit for each fuse. See Part tem.
Have your Toyota dealer correct it as 8 of this manual for the functions con- soon as possible.
This extensive damage and possibly a product is available at your Toyota dealer fire. Halogen
bulbs have pressurized and most auto parts stores. When aiming adjustment is nec- essary,
contact your Toyota dealer. Page â€”Parking and front side â€”Front turn signal lights marker
lights all models all models Use a Phillips-head screwdriver. Use a Phillips-head screwdriver.
Page â€”Rear turn signal, rear side marker, and stop and tail lights sedan and coupe a: Rear
turn signal light b: Rear side marker light c: Stop and tail light Page â€”Rear turn signal, and
stop â€”Back-up lights sedan and and tail lights wagon coupe Use a wrench. Page â€”Stop and
tail, and back-up lights wagon Use a flat-bladed screwdriver. To pro- tect the paint, place several
sheets of paper over the paintwork. Page â€”High mounted stoplight sedan and coupe a: Stop
and tail light b: Back-up light Page â€”High mounted stoplight wagon Remove and install the
cover clips as shown in the following illustrations. Page â€”License plate lights â€”License
plate lights sedan and coupe wagon Use a Phillips-head screwdriver. Page Fuses Fuses type A
8. Page AM1 40 A: Starting system air bag system lights, rear light failure warning system Page
Fuses type D ALT A: Charging system Your Toyota dealer will help answer any Warning: The
traction grade assigned to questions you may have as you read this this tire is based on
braking straight information. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. When

contemplating the changing of the starter on a Camry, it is advisable to check the fuse, relay,
ignition switch and wiring first. All the items listed could cause the starter to fail to operate.
Common symptoms of a bad starter are a loud clicking noise with no further action, a slow
turning engine, a loud grinding noise when the starter is engaged or no response at all. Remove
the positive and negative terminals on the battery. Remove the battery hold-down bracket by
removing the two nuts on the vertical rods using a wrench. Lift the battery out of the vehicle.
Remove the battery tray using a socket to remove the bolts. Remove the cruise control cover
using the appropriate socket to remove the bolts. Remove the three bolts securing the cruise
control to its frame-mounted bracket using a socket. Lift the cruise control up, and remove the
electrical plug from the cruise control. Lay the unit to the side out of the way. Remove the cruise
control bracket using a socket. Lift the bracket out of the way. Pull the small actuator wire off
the S terminal on the starter solenoid. Remove the large nut securing the main power wire to the
back of the solenoid using a wrench. Remove the wire. Remove the two bolts securing the
starter to the bellhousing using the appropriate socket. Remove the starter from the car. Don
Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines since He has
owned an auto service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience as a master
ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and was an
officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours
Vietnam. Step 1 Remove the positive and negative terminals on the battery. Step 2 Remove the
cruise control cover using the appropriate socket to remove the bolts. Step 3 Remove the cruise
control bracket using a socket. Step 4 Remove the large nut securing the main power wire to the
back of the solenoid using a wrench. Install the new starter in reverse order of removal. The VIP
Remote Engine Starter allows vehicle owners to start the engine before entering the
vehicleâ€”as well as to activate the air conditioner, heater, defroster and defogger
functionsâ€”so owners can have their vehicle ready and waiting with a comfortable interior
temperature. Find Parts That Fit:. Remote Engine Start. Remote Engine Starter. This product fits
6 vehicle variants. Toyota: 1 models, 6 variants between and Show More. Additional dealer
discounts may apply. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Harr Toyota. Shop Now.
Distance: Sullivan Brothers Toyota. Prestige Toyota. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers.
Email this product. Email Address. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features,
equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon
information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for
mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are
not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U. We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Toyota Camry
Starter. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Starter part. Shop Toyota Camry Starter. Showing 1
- 15 of 25 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Part Number: MPA Part Number: NP Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 25 results. Toyota
Camry Starter Customer Reviews. Jul 14, Once again not disappointed with the parts and
service. Donald Ernst. Purchased on Jul 12, Jun 14, I am well-satisfied. Thankyou for a fine
produ
1997 plymouth voyager fuel filter location
carrier a c wiring diagrams
4l60e rebuild instructions
ct and excellent instructions. Purchased on Nov 19, Jun 10, I've only changed a couple air
filters and my oil one time. So my expertise under the hood was best described as novice. APW
was a few hundred less, and it wasn't a safety issue like brakes, so we took the project on
ourselves. After a couple hours, we had a new starter installed, grease under our fingers and a
car that has started like a champ the last month in cold! Purchased on Jan 29, Helpful
Automotive Resources. To understand the clicking noise, you first need to know how a typical,
modern starting system works. When you turn the key or push the button to start the engine, a
control module or the ignition switch energizes the starter relay. A typical starting circuit. You
might be surprised to find out how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

